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Ladies and gentlemen, 
business partners and customers,

We are delighted to present our newly 
developed and proven rotary and rotary 
shifting tables in this catalogue. You can 
also fi nd information on our 3-axis tilting 
tables that set benchmarks internationally. 
No matter whether positioning, interpo-
lation or rapid turning – we have the right 
solution for your complex applications.

As a family-owned production company 
in the fi eld of mechanical engineering, 
we have developed numerous in-house 
products besides contract manufacturing – 
especially in the area of large part 
machining. We opt 100% for Germany as a 
production location for our manufacturing – 
our company headquarters are in Heimer-
tingen, in the beautiful Allgäu. Economy that 
meets the highest quality requirements and 
a high degree of automation are extremely 
important to us.

Right from the word go, we have aimed 
to achieve the highest machining perfor-
mance in our manufacturing. As a result, 

we initially developed the rotary and rotary 
sliding tables for our own production. Solid 
constructions, high dynamics and precis-
ion are always at the forefront. With this 
experience and over 600 projects realised 
successfully, we are a premium partner in 
the area of rotary and rotary sliding tables 
for all applications – milling, turning, grin-
ding and drilling. We also set new standards 
in the market with our individual automation 
solutions. You can fi nd our entire product 
portfolio on the following pages.

We hope you enjoy reading or "browsing" 
through our catalogue. Our experts will be 
pleased to advise if you have any questions 
or wish to discuss individual topics  – 
because we see ourselves as your partner.

Johannes Demmeler
Executive Partner

Turning, milling, grinding, drilling –
Positioning work pieces precisely and quickly

TECHNOLOGY FROM THE MARKET LEADER

INNOVATION
PERFORMANCE

CONTRACT MANUFACTURINGTOOL ARENASCNC CLAMPING SYSTEMMANIPULATORS3D WELDING TABLES

3D CLAMPING SYSTEM
The modular system can no longer replaced where 
processing, welding, assembly and measurement 
occurs. This fi tting system is now an international 
industrial standard due to the tremendous appli-
cation and combination possibilities.

MANIPULATORS
Welding and assembly in an optimal position. A 
good ergonomic workplace design allows more 
effi  cient and error-free workmanship, protecting 
staff  against health hazards even during laborious 
tasks. The manipulators from DEMMELER off er 
preventive occupational safety and ensure a more 
effi  cient and safer working environment which, as 
a result, leads to improved quality in production. 
Whichever way you look at it, Demmeler manipula-
tors are indispensable.

CNC CLAMPING SYSTEM
As the inventor of the 3D clamping system, we 
have revolutionised fi xture construction in the 
areas of welding, assembly and straightening. We 
have received multiple awards as an innovation 
leader. With our global innovation "CNC clamping 
system", the DEMMELER clamping system for 
milling and turning centres, we now also support 
industrial machine manufacture. We place the 
utmost value on stiff ness, damping properties as 
well as reproducibility and accuracy when deve-
loping and producing this system. The modularity 
allows you to clamp your work pieces (from light-
weight to very heavy) very precisely and quickly. 
By paying particular attention to stiff ness and 
damping properties, you also increase the quality 
of your work piece to be machined. With our sys-
tem we guarantee a high machining performance 
with long service life at the same time.  

ROTARY TABLES / TOOL ARENAS / 
AUTOMATION
DEMMELER's automation systems are used 
wherever extremely effi  cient and high quality 
products are manufactured. As a quality leader, 
we deliver our robot-based tool changing systems 
as well as our carousel, rotary and rotary shifting 
tables worldwide. We place great importance on 
individual support and comprehensive service. 
We guarantee top quality and extreme precision. 
All area are oriented to and contribute to this 
purpose.

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
Dimensions up to 20 m in length, piece weight up 
to 100 t and tolerances in the micrometre range 
– all of these are parameters that have accompa-
nied us for years and characterise us as a supplier 
of well-known machine tool manufacturers. The 
main focus of work here is on the production of 
basic components, such as X, Y and Z axes, ma-
chine beds, machine frames, portals and clamping 
fl oor plates, which are used in our customers' 
ultra-modern CNC machines.
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Precision as the key to success
The right solution for every application

Our rotary, tilt and carousel rotary tables set a clear mark due to the 
extremely robust design as well as a high level of precision in the 
micrometre range, speed and repeatability.

A suitable solution can be designed for every application case.  
We speak with our customers about requirements and work pieces, 
which are to be processed on the rotary tables. We create the right 
solution based on our experience from more than 600 projects. Our 
high-precision rotary tables can withstand a bearing load of up to 
500 tonnes. If such masses are being moved, this requires high  
torques. If these masses need to be accelerated quickly, then they 
need to be braked quickly, and they need to be precisely positioned 
with accurate repeatability.

Whether a hydrostatic linear or rotary axis, roller bearing axes or 
also a combination with both, we have all the solutions in our  
portfolio. Hydrostatic guides help to avoid wear surfaces, for  
example at very high loads, and the tables are thus suitable for  
processing with the highest requirements and the highest accuracy. 
The best damping properties allow for longer tool lives and high- 
precision work piece processing. 

The decisive factor for the durability and precision of the rotary 
tables is not only the potential loading but rather the largest possible 
bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size. The machine bed 
itself is very compact and space-saving. It is well-protected under 
the steel cover. All the necessary regulation and control elements 
are easily accessible in an power box located in the rotary table. 
Thanks to the standardised, plug-in-ready interface, the rotary table 
can easily be connected to all machine tools.

In addition to rotary tables for positioning work pieces for milling 
work (also in interpolation operation), patented tilting tables with 
additional axes, for example, are among the repertoire. Due to the 
standard angular adjustment of up to 10°, these are suitable for mill-
ing large an heavy components and, for example, are used in wind 
energy technology. Pallet changing systems are used to automate 
machining centres due to the multiple pallets and the ability to set up 
during main working hours. Thanks to a powerful drive train design, 
our carousel rotary table achieves very high machining torques, 
which makes a very good machining performance possible. In addi-
tion to the milling, it is also possible to turn and grind work pieces.

• The best technical values in terms of stability and accuracy with an excellent 
price-performance ratio

• We achieve this with our knowledge and our user experience with a high vertical 
integration

• The modular design makes it possible to realize different configurations depending  
on the customer requirements

• Possible tables loads up to 500 tonnes
• Working in the micrometre range, unmatched in the run-out, true running  

and repeatability
• Our NC rotary tables are available without a shifting axis as well as with  

a W-axis/V-axis.
• A central and easily accessible, integrated power box contains all the necessary  

regulation and control elements. The standardised interface allows for an easy  
connection and integration to the respective machine tool

•  Integrated measuring systems in the highest precision, well-protected from  
additional covers and sealing air, ensure precise positioning

Sophisticated down to the smallest detail
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Unlimited opportunities
Rotary tables from DEMMELER for all requirements 
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Outstanding technology plus impressive dimensioning
The assemblies at a glance

Linear carriage
Worktop

Interface to the machine

• The generous hydrostatic bearing is designed for 
the maximum diameter in relation to the worktop

• The hydrostatic guide means there are no 
wearing surfaces making it ideally suitable for 
machining with the highest requirements and 
best accuracy

• The additional slide linings on the hydrostatic 
surface ensure reliable functionality and optimal 
emergency running properties

• The quiet, wear-free drive with maximum diame-
ter is realised via an amply dimensioned external 
sprocket with play-free precision gears

• The integrated Duo-Drive-System (two electron-
ically coupled servomotors) ensures excellent 
drive performance

• The rotary axis is designed for infi nite positioning 
in every angle position as well as for track milling 
as a controlled NC axis

• A centrally located rotary encoder with the 
highest resolution (higher resolution via control 
possible) ensures high-precision angle position-
ing and perfect turning accuracy, even with very 
large workpieces

• The radial run-out accuracy in the µ range is 
ensured by the central arrangement of the 
pretensioned radial precision mounting

• Hydrostatic surrounds with integrated hydraulic 
clamping ensure maximum transmission of tilting 
and tangential moments. The generously dimen-
sioned design of this clamping clamps the table 
non-positively – as a result, the outmoded design 
principle of a Hirth serration is far surpassed in 
regard to power transmission, thereby making it 
superfl uous. 

• Highly ribbed and stable cast construction. The worktops 
are optionally available in high-quality grey or nodular 
cast iron

• Hardened centring adaption in the middle for holding 
devices and workpieces (0.005 mm radial run-out)

• Worktop axial run-out up to ± 0.01 mm (depending on 
size and type)

• Maximum drive and support diameter for highest 
precision

• Centric hydrostatic mounting minimises the defl ection 
of the worktop

• Generous mechanical labyrinth seal to the carriage 
prevents harmful penetration by fi nest dirt particles 
and ensures a long production life

• Depending on customer requirements, media can be guid-
ed through infi nitely either hydraulically, pneumatically 
or electrically via an optional central rotary transmission

• Optimisation of the worktop with FEM method is standard

• Easy connection to and integration in the machine 
via central plug-in interface

Highly ribbed and stable cast construction. The worktops are optionally 
available in high-quality grey or nodular cast iron.

Optimised geometry via FEM method

Asymmetrical load Symmetrical load

Ratio of bearing diameter to worktop size

The theoretical loading of your table is signifi cantly higher 
than the value indicated. As a rule of thumb: It is not only 
the additional load that is decisive for durability and pre-
cision, but rather the largest possible bearing diameter in 
relation to the worktop size.

Bearing ø = drive ø
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Guide bed and bearing types
The assemblies at a glance

• Compact, space-saving, very stable machine bed. With two, 
three or four guideways corresponding to the loads.

• Linear guides have an economical grease lubrication
• In the heavy-duty version with up to 4 guideways, additional 

pretensioned fasteners in the centre of the machine bed ensure 
the highest table loads with the lowest deformation

• Compact, maintenance-friendly motors and the cable drag are 
located protected against dirt below the stable jet covers with 
corrugated plate

• The drive is realised via a generously dimensioned ball screw 
spindles for a process speed up to 25 m/min, maximum feed force 
up to 50 kN. Alternatively, a rack-and-pinion drive can be used 
relation to the feed force and travel path.

• The guide bed is available in diff erent travel paths
• Distance-coded or absolute length measurement system for precise 

positioning accuracy in the µ range
• Safety switches as limit stops are integrated in the bed
• Table loads from 10 to 500 tonnes
• Travel paths from 1,000 to 10,000 mm (larger travel paths on request)
• Also available in version with hydrostatic mounting – for best damp-

ing properties and absence of wear

Guide bed

Design versions of the guide bed

N-version (Normal)
Rotary table with linear axis
• Loads up to 250 t
• 2 guideways

S-version (Heavy)
Rotary table with linear axis
• Loads up to 500 t
• Up to 4 guideways
• Additional fasteners in centre

H-version (Hydrostatic)
Rotary table with linear axis
• Loads up to 500 t
• Up to 3 guideways
• Additional fasteners in centre

Our NC rotary tables are available in two versions. The 
N-version (Normal) is suitable for loads up to 250 t. A higher 
number of guides and more stable design of the carriage and 
guide bed enables loads up to 500 t with the S-version. The 
DEMMELER NC rotary tables are distinguished by the highest 
precision and rigidity and represent outstanding value for 
money. The version with hydrostatic linear axis also available 
ensures that our rotary tables also have the best damping 
properties. 

Bearing types Combination of bearing types

Rotary axis 
roller bearings

Various types of bearing are available, depending on wishes 
and requirements. We shall be pleased to advise you in the 
choice of correct mounting.

Rotary axis 
hydrostatic

Linear axis 
roller bearings

Linear axis 
hydrostatic

TESTED

Rotary axis 
hydrostatic

Linear axis 
roller bearings

Rotary axis 
roller bearings

EFFICIENT

Linear axis 
roller bearings

ROBUST

Rotary axis 
hydrostatic

Linear axis 
hydrostatic

Up to 3 guideways2 guideways Up to 4 guideways
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THE NEW GENERATIONTHE NEW GENERATION AUTOMATION

Hydrostatic mounting:
+  very low wearing
+ very high loads possible
+ highest-precision surfaces attainable
+  kind to tool and machine despite very high 

machining performance

Highest precision in every position
The series at a glance 

Series designations, e.g. 
DRTB = without linear axis / DRLTB = with linear axis

+ Linear axis mounted on roller bearings as standard
+ Linear axis optionally hydrostatic

DRCTB / DRCLTB: Roller bearing carousel 
rotary tables with Duo-Drive Page 22

DRCT / DRCLT: Hydrostatically mounted 
carousel rotary tables with Duo-Drive Page 24

DRTB / DRLTB: Roller bearing rotary tables
Page 16

DRT / DRLTH: Hydrostatically mounted 
rotary tables Page 18-21

Rotary and rotary sliding tables with roller bearing 
rotary and linear axis
• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and interpolation
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 60,000 kg

Rotary and rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically 
mounted rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and interpolation
• Hydrostatic version ensures best damping properties and 

high-precision machining
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 500,000 kg

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and 
roller bearing rotary and linear axis
• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling, drilling
• Functions: Rapid turning, highly-accurate positioning 

and interpolation
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 60,000 kg

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive, 
hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and linear axis
• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling, drilling
• Functions: Rapid turning, highly-accurate positioning and 

high-precision interpolation > hydrostatic version ensures 
best damping properties and high-precision machining

• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 130,000 kg

DRAT / DRALT: Tilting tables
Page 28

DAT: Swivel tables
Page 30

DDRCT / DDRCLT: Carousel rotary tables 
with direct drive Page 26

DRVT: Vertical rotary tables
Page 30

Tilting tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis 
and roller bearing tilting and linear axis
• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling, three further axes in 

addition to the machine tool
• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and interpolation
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 150,000 kg
• Angular adjustment up to 10°

Swivel tables
• Application fi eld: Automation
• Functions: Enable convenient clamping of workpieces on 

horizontal worktop. Processing in vertical worktop position
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 50,000 kg

Carousel rotary sliding table with direct drive with roller 
bearing rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling, drilling
• Functions: Rapid turning, highly-accurate positioning and 

high-precision interpolation
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 20,000 kg

NC vertical rotary table
• Application fi eld: Milling, drilling
• Functions: Clamping and machining on vertical worktops 

(optionally also horizontal use possible)
• Permissible workpiece weights: Up to 100,000 kg
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W = travel path
Table centre Table centre

DR(L)TB 1200 DR(L)TB  1800 DR(L)TB  2500
b1 1200 1800 2500

l1 1450 1800 2500

l2 1650 2000 2700

l3 325 325 325

l4 1150 1325 1675

h1 750 800 800

h2 250 300 350

h3 1150 1200 1250

Rotary and rotary sliding tables with roller bearing 
rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
Series DRTB / DRLTB • Application fi eld: Milling and drilling

• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and interpolation
• All sizes also available with the proven DEMMELER linear axis
• Excellent value for money
• Low maintenance costs
• Generous design with high resilient roller bearings ensures a long service life

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size in 
coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

DIMENSIONS DRTB DIMENSIONS DRLTB

Rotary sliding tables with roller bearing rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis DRLTB

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Rotary tables with roller bearing rotary axis DRTB
Max. load in t 20 30 50

Worktop size from mm (L × W) 1200 × 1200 1800 × 1800 2500 × 2500

Diameter of external bearing in mm 970 1570 2270

Diameter of drive in mm 970 1570 2270

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 6.8 / 10.8 4.2 / 6.7 2.9 /4.6

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 12,000 / 29,400 26,000 / 63,700 37,000 / 129,500

Tilting moment in Nm 80,000 122,500 140,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 50,000 80,000 140,000

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.015

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005

W-axis in mm (w) 1000-3500 1000-3500 1500-4000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 20 20

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 25,000

Number of guideways 2 2 4

Series DR(L)TB 1200 DR(L)TB  1800 DR(L)TB  2500

W
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b1
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l3l2+w660l1 b1
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h1

DR(L)T 1200 DR(L)T 1800 DR(L)T 2500 DR(L)T 3000 DR(L)T 4000 DR(L)T 5000
b1 1200 1800 2500 3000 4000 5000

l1 1450 1800 2500 3000 4000 5000

l2 1650 2000 2700 3200 4300 5500

l3 325 325 325 400 450 500

l4 1150 1325 1675 2000 2550 3100

h1 750 800 800 900 1000 1200

h2 250 300 300 350 400 500

h3 1100 1200 1200 1400 1600 1900

Table centre Table centre
W = travel path

Rotary and rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically 
mounted rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
Series DR(L)T     / DR(L)TN S

• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and high-precision interpolation
• Hydrostatic version of the rotary axis ensures best damping properties and 

high-precision machining
• Thanks to hydrostatic bearing:

- very low wearing
- very high loads possible
-  kind to tool and machine despite very high machining performance

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size in 
coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

DIMENSIONS OF DRTN/S

W

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Rotary tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis DRTN – Normal version

Rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis DRLTN – Normal version

Rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis DRLTS – Heavy version

Rotary tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis DRTS – Heavy version

      THE NEW 
GENERATION

Max. load in t 20 45 90 180 300

Worktop size from mm (W × L) 1800 × 1800 2500 × 2500 3000 × 3000 4000 × 4000 5000 × 5000

Diameter of hydrostatics, outer in mm 1570 2270 2570 3870 4870

Diameter of hydrostatics, centre in mm – – – 2200 2450

Diameter of hydrostatics, inner in mm 450 450 450 450 450

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 4.2 / 6.7 2.9 / 4.6 2.3 / 3.6 1.8 / 2.8 1.4 / 2.4

Diameter of drive in mm 1570 2270 2770 3870 4870

Tilting moment in Nm 122,500 140,000 175,000 225,000 325,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 80,000 140,000 240,000 340,000 440,000

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 26,000 / 63,700 37,000 / 129,500 60,000 / 150,000 80,000 / 200,000 100,000 / 250,000

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.02 0.025

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

W-axis in mm (w) 1000-3500 1500-4000 1500-6000 1500-6000 1500-6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 20 10 8 5

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 25,000 50,000 50,000

Number of guideways 2 4 3 4 4

W-axis in mm (w) 1000-3500 1500-4000 1500-6000 1500-6000 1500 / 6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 20 10 8 5

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 25,000 50,000 50,000

Number of guideways 4 4 4 4 4

Series DR(L)TN 1800 DR(L)TN 2500 DR(L)TN 2800 DR(L)TN 4000 DR(L)TN 5000

Max. load in t 40 60 130 250 400

Worktop size from mm (W × L) 1800 × 1800 2500 × 2500 3000 × 3000 4000 × 4000 5000 × 5000

Diameter of hydrostatics, outer in mm 1570 2270 2770 3870 4870

Diameter of hydrostatics, centre in mm – – – 2200 2450

Diameter of hydrostatics, inner in mm 450 450 450 450 450

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 3.4 / 5.4 2.4 / 3.8 1.9 / 3.0 1.4 / 2.2 1.1 / 1.7

Diameter of drive in mm 1570 2270 2770 3870 4870

Tilting moment in Nm 175,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 400,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 80,000 140,000 240,000 340,000 440,000

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 32,000 / 112,000 46,000 / 161,000 75,000 / 187,500 100,000 / 250,000 125,000 / 312,500

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.02 0.025

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

Series DR(L)TS 1800 DR(L)TS 2500 DR(L)TS 3000 DR(L)TS 4000 DR(L)TS 5000

DIMENSIONS DRLTN/S
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DRLTH 2500 DRLTH 3000 DRLTH 4000 DRLTH 5000
b1 2500 3000 4000 5000

l1 2500 3000 4000 5000

l2 2700 3200 4300 5500

l3 325 400 450 500

l4 1675 2000 2550 3100

h1 800 900 1000 1200

h2 300 350 400 500

h3 1200 1400 1600 1900

W = travel path
Table centre Table centre

W

H

Rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically 
mounted rotary and linear axis
Series DRLT

+  Linear axis  hydrostatic as standard

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size 
in coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

The hydrostatics are reliably 
protected from dirt and 
emulsion with two covers. 
The guides are wide and 
stable in design.

Rotary sliding tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary and linear axis DRLTH

• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
• Functions: Highly-accurate positioning and high-precision interpolation
• Hydrostatic version of both axes ensures best damping properties and high-precision machining
• Thanks to hydrostatic bearing:

- very low wearing
- very high loads possible
-  kind to tool and machine despite very high machining performance

• The best damping properties allow for longer tool lives and highest surface quality
• Hydrostatic surroundings
• Hydraulic clamping in the linear and rotary axis
• Highest rigidity of the entire system

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia 
can be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Max. load in t 80 150 300 500

Worktop size from mm (L × W) 2500 × 2500 3000 × 3000 4000 × 4000 5000 × 5000

Diameter of hydrostatics, outer in mm 2270 2770 3770 4770

Diameter of hydrostatics, centre in mm – – 2200 2450

Diameter of hydrostatics, inner in mm 450 450 450 450

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 2.4 / 3.8 1.9 / 3.0 1.4 / 2.2 1.1 / 1.7

Diameter of drive in mm 2270 2770 3770 4770

Tilting moment in Nm 200,000 250,000 300,000 400,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 140,000 240,000 340,000 440,000

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 46,000 / 161,000 75,000 / 187,500 100,000 / 250,000 125,000 / 312,500

W-axis in mm (w) 1500-4000 1500-6000 1500-6000 1500-6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 10 8 5

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 50,000 50,000

Number of guideways 2 3 3 4

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.02 0.025

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

Series DRLTH 2500 DRLTH 3000 DRLTH 4000 DRLTH 5000

DIMENSIONS DRLTH
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TABLE SPEED [rpm]

without manual gearbox

DRC(L)TB 1800 150 RPM 86 KW 
WITHOUT MANUAL GEARBOX

DRC(L)TB 1800 150 RPM 62 kW
WITH MANUAL GEARBOX

DRCTB 1800 DRCTB 2500 DRCLTB 1800 DRCLTB 2500
b1 1800 2500 2270 3000

l1 2960 3300 1800 2500

l2 – – 2000 2700

l3 – – 335 335

l4 – – 1450 1690

h1 1150 1275 – –

h2 300 300 300 300

h3 – – 1300 1425

D 2500 300 2500 3000

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and 
roller bearing rotary and linear axis
Series DRCTB / DRCLTB

• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling and drilling
• Functions: Rapid turning, highly-accurate positioning and interpolation

+ Linear axis mounted on roller bearings as standard
+ Linear axis optionally hydrostatic

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size in 
coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

DIMENSIONS DRCTB

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and roller bearing rotary axis DRCTB

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and roller bearing rotary axis and linear axis DRCLTB

Performance diagrams

Max. load in t 20 30 20 30

Worktop size from ø mm (D) 2500 3000 2500 3000

Max. speed in rpm. 1:1/1:4
(with and without gear reduction shifting) 150 120 150/37 120/30

Tilting moment in Nm 122,500 140,000 122,500 140,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 80,000 140,000 80,000 140,000

Machining moment in Nm 1:1/1:4
(with and without gear reduction shifting) 10,200 25,200 5200/20,800 13,500/52,869

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

W-axis in mm (w) 1000-5000 1500-6000 1000-5000 1500-6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 20 20 20

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Number of guideways 2 3 2 3

Series Without manual gearbox With manual gearbox
DRC(L)TB 1800 DRC(L)TB 2500 DRC(L)TB 1800 DRC(L)TB 2500

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

DIMENSIONS DRCLTB
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l3

l1

l2 + w660 b1

h2

h3

D

w = travel path
Table centre Table centre

DRCT (DRCLT) 3000 DRCT (DRCLT) 4000
b1 3000 (3250) 4000 (4500)

l1 5500 (3250) 6500 (4500)

l2 – (3100) – (4100)

l3 – (525) – (550)

l4 – (2075) – 2700)

h1 1400 (–) 1500 (–)

h2 400 (475) 500 (500)

h3 – (1565) – (1650)

D 3000 (4300) 5000 (5000)

DRCT 3000 80 RPM 98 KW WITHOUT MANUAL GEARBOX
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TABLE SPEED [rpm]

without manual gearbox

DRCT 3000 80 RPM 108 KW WITH MANUAL GEARBOX
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Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive, hydrostatically 
mounted rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
Series DRCT / DRCLT

• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling and drilling
• Functions: Rapid turning, highly-accurate positioning and high-precision interpolation 

> hydrostatic version ensures best damping properties and high-precision machining

+ Linear axis mounted on roller bearings as standard
+ Linear axis optionally hydrostatic

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size in 
coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

DIMENSIONS DRCT DIMENSIONS DRCLT

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and hydrostatically mounted rotary axis DRCT

Carousel rotary sliding table with Duo-Drive and hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and linear axis DRCLT

Performance diagrams (DRC(L)T 4000 available on request)

Max. load in t 70 150 70 150

Worktop size from ø mm (D) 3000 4000 3000 4000

Max. speed in rpm. 1:1/1:4
(with and without gear reduction shifting) 80 70 80/20 70/19

Tilting moment in Nm 175,000 225,000 175,000 225,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 240,000 340,000 240,000 340,000

Machining moment in Nm 1:1/1:4
(with and without gear reduction shifting) 48,000 82,000 37,000/148,000 82,000/320,000

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

W-axis in mm (w) 1500-6000 1500-6000 1500-6000 1500-6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 10 10 10 10

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Number of guideways 4 4 4 4

Series Without manual gearbox With manual gearbox
DRC(L)T 3000 DRC(L)T 4000 DRC(L)T 3000 DRC(L)T 4000

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Larger tables available on request.
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l1 Db1
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h3

l4

l2 + wl1

DDRCT 1400 Typ1 DDRCT 1400 Typ2
b1 1530 1530

l1 2230 1860

l2 1650 1650

l3 325 325

l4 1150 1150

h1 420 420

h2 180 180

h3 1100 1100

PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM TYPE 1
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PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM TYPE 2
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TORQUE DIAGRAM TYPE 1
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TORQUE DIAGRAM TYPE 2
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THE NEW GENERATION

w = travel path
Table centre Table centre

l3

Carousel rotary sliding table with direct drive with 
roller bearing rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis
Series DDRCT / DDRCLT

• Application fi eld: Turning, grinding, milling and drilling
• Maximum dynamics, precision and economy
• No mechanical transmission elements, hence no transmission losses
• Low maintenance costs
• Absolute absence of drive play
• High system rigidity
• Dynamic control and very high positioning accuracy
• High power densities ("power from speed") possible
• Nominal torque over a wide speed range
• Compact construction
• Tremendous value for money

+ Linear axis mounted on roller bearings as standard
+ Linear axis optionally hydrostatic

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop 
size in coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on 
request!

DIMENSIONS DDRCT 1400 DIMENSIONS DDRCLT 1400

Max. load in t 20 20

Worktop size ø mm (D) 1,500 – 3,000 1,500 – 3,000

Bearing diameter in mm 1,350 1,350

Speed max. 250 60

Diameter of drive in mm 1,350 1,350

Tilting moment in Nm 50,000 50,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 30,000 30,000

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 11,000/14,800 11,000/14,800

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.015 0.015

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.005 0.005

Repeat positioning accuracy according to VDI DGQ 3441 ±3" ±3"

Mass moment of inertia 2,500 kg/m2 2,500 kg/m2

Acceleration without loading 300°/sec2 300°/sec2

Acceleration with maximum loading 200°/sec2 200°/sec2

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 20

Positioning accuracy of linear axis 0.02 0.02

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000

Number of guideways in roller bearing linear axis 2 2

Carousel rotary sliding table with direct drive with roller bearing rotary axis DDRCT

Carousel rotary sliding table with direct drive with roller bearing rotary axis and roller bearing linear axis DDRCLT

Parts accuracy depend-
ing on relevant control to 
± 1". Customer-specifi c 
requirements such as higher 
loads, machining moments or 
permissible mass moments 
of inertia can be tailored to 
requirements. Other values 
are available on request. 
Subject to technical changes 
and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of 
our tables is signifi cantly 
higher. As a rule of thumb: It 
is not only the additional load 
that is decisive for durability 
and precision, but rather 
the largest possible bearing 
diameter in relation to the 
worktop size.

Series DDRCT 1400 Type 1 DDRCT 1400 Type 2
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DRA(L)T 2500 DRA(L)T 3000 DRA(L)T 4000
b1 2500 3000 4000

l1 2500 3000 4000

l2 2700 3200 4300

l3 325 400 450

l4 1675 2000 2550

h1 800 900 1000

h2 300 350 400

h3 1200 1400 1600

Tilting tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis 
and roller bearing tilting and linear axis
Series DRAT / DRALT

+ Linear axis mounted on roller bearings as standard
+ Linear axis optionally hydrostatic

The dimensional data represents approximate values. Worktop size in 
coordination with the customer. Other dimensions on request!

Tilting tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and roller bearing tilting axis DRAT

• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
Three further axes in addition to the machine tool

• The main application involves machining rotor hubs for wind turbine 
generators and similar components

• Angular adjustment as standard up to 10° (on request up to 90° possible)
• Proven principles with controlled, infi nite servo-axes
• Also available without sliding axis

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Tilting tables with hydrostatically mounted rotary axis and roller bearing tilting axis and linear axis DRALT

Max. load in t 60 100 150

Angular adjustment 10° 10° 10°

Worktop size from mm (W × L) 2500 × 2500 3000 × 3000 4000 × 4000

Diameter of hydrostatics, outer in mm 2270 2770 3770

Diameter of hydrostatics, centre in mm – – 2200

Diameter of hydrostatics, inner in mm 450 450 450

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 2.4 / 3.8 1.9 / 3.0 1.4 / 2.2

Diameter of drive in mm 2270 2770 3770

Tilting moment in Nm 200,000 250,000 300,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 140,000 240,000 340,000

W-axis in mm (w) 1500-4000 1500-6000 1500-6000

V max. linear axis in m/min 20 10 8

Feed force of linear axis in N 25,000 25,000 50,000

Number of guideways 4 4 4

Series DRA(L)T 2500 DRA(L)T 3000 DRA(L)T 4000

DIMENSIONS DRA(L)T

W
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00116414 Tischplatte DRT 2500/3000x2500 00044980 Tischplatte DRT 2500/3000x2500

00112009 Tischplatte Ø4000

00089062 Tischplatte DCT3000/D4300 

00041718 Tischplatte DRT 2500/3000x2500

NC vertical rotary table
Series DRVT

Swivel tables
Series DAT

NC vertical rotary table DRVT

• Application fi eld: Milling and drilling
• Clamping and machining on vertical worktops
• Loads up to 100 t possible
• Worktop size up to approx. 6500 mm
• Optimal cutting removal
• Stable mounting

• Application fi eld: Automation
• Functions: Enable convenient clamping of workpieces on 

horizontal worktop. Processing in vertical worktop position
• Optimal cutting removal
• Version customised to your requirements

Parts accuracy depending on relevant control to ± 1". Customer-specifi c requirements such as higher loads, machining moments or permissible mass moments of inertia can 
be tailored to requirements. Other values are available on request. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

The theoretical loading of our tables is signifi cantly higher. As a rule of thumb: It is not only the additional load that is decisive for durability and precision, but rather the 
largest possible bearing diameter in relation to the worktop size.

Series DRVT 1200 DRVT 1800 DRVT 2500 DRVT 3000 DRVT 4000 DRVT 5000
Max. load in t 8 16 20 50 70 100

Worktop size from mm 1200 × 1200 1800 × 1800 2500 × 2500 3000 × 3000 4000 × 4000 6500 × 6500

Diameter of external bearing in mm 1000 1600 2350 2700 3600 4500

Speed max. in rpm (S1/S6) 6.8 / 10.8 4.2 / 6.7 2.9 / 4.6 2.3 / 3.6 1.8 / 2.8 1.4 / 2.4

Diameter of drive in mm 1000 1600 2350 2700 3600 4500

Tilting moment in Nm 80,000 122,500 140,000 175,000 225,000 325,000

Tangential moment, clamped in Nm 50,000 80,000 140,000 240,000 340,000 440,000

Machining moment in Nm (S1/S6) 12,000 / 42,000 26,000 / 63,700 37,000 / 129,500 60,000 / 150,000 80,000 / 200,000 100,000 / 250,000

Axial run-out accuracy at bearing diameter in mm 0.02 0.02 0.025 0.025 0.03 0.03

Radial run-out accuracy in centre in mm 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

AUTOMATION

Variable selection of table options
Components and options (on request)

Worktop with T-grooves
in various dimensions and qualities

Worktop with centre grooves
can be designed as alignment grooves 
with highest accuracy

Worktop with hole grid
suitable for the DEMMELER 
3D clamping system for machining

Our deliveries for 
standard components:

Round worktop
e.g. for carousel rotary tables with star 
grooves and grooves for claw boxes

Special worktops
possible on request

We supply worktops with the following specifi cations as standard:
• 1x alignment groove 28H7 centre
• Clamping grooves 28H12 according to DIN 650 with 250 mm spacing
• Centring hole centre ø 100H7 / 30 mm deep

Customer-specifi c groove designs, cross and star grooves as well as divergent 
centring holes can be provided at extra expense

• Absolute measuring systems
• Various accuracies e.g. rotary en-

coder RCN 8580 (32,786 lines), length 
measurement system Heidenhain LS 
187C including sealing air connection

• Available for diff erent controls on 
request

• Depending on the size of the rotary table, 
a central hole is available in various 
diameters, also large diameters are 
possible on request

• Shafts can protrude through the rotary 
table into the base

• Additional supporting and clamping 
units for greater stability and precision

• Support including blow-off  units
• Transmission of large tangential 

moments possible

DEMMELER can also fi nd the right 
solution for your application quickly 
and effi  ciently. 

• The linear carriages can be equipped 
with additional clamping carriages

• For highest machining forces

• Electric up 100 A
• Hydraulic, pneumatic, vacuum
• Combinations possible

Worktop variants

Rotary encoders / 
Measuring systems

Hole variants Indexing, supporting 
and clamping units

Special designsAdditional clamping 
carriagesRotary transmissions
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DEMMELER Automatisierung & Roboter GmbH
Alpenstraße 10 / 87751 Heimertingen / Germany
Tel.: + 49 (0) 83 35 98 59-0
Fax: + 49 (0) 83 35 98 59-27
Email: sales@demmeler.com
Website: www.demmeler.com

CONTRACT 
MANUFACTURING

TOOL ARENASCNC CLAMPING 
SYSTEM

MANIPULATORS3D WELDING TABLES

DEMMELER off ers more!

We accept no liability for technical changes, dimensions or misprints. 
The dimensions indicated are approximate data. Figures may deviate 
from the original.

Automation 
solutions 
Pallet changing 
systems




